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Custom IoT Solution Services
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Custom Solutions for EV Charging
Increased electric vehicle (EV) adoption is driving reliable charging infrastructure. Our cellular modules, data plans and ODM services provide a secure connection to central management systems.
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Ensuring Reliable IoT Connectivity for a Device’s Lifetime
Discover the three challenges of maintaining reliable connectivity and how a trusted IoT MVNO supplier can help.
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Welcome to the Internet of Hyperconnectivity









Seamless connection has the power to improve lives, redefine business and build a better future. At Telit Cinterion, we help businesses integrate, activate and operate in today’s hyperconnected world, using invisible intelligence to unlock its true potential.












Unlock Now




What’s New
















		
			
							Not Just Data, Invisible Intelligence™
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												Secure End-to-End Custom Solutions
											

											Bring invisible intelligence and massive ROI to your business anywhere at scale.
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												Verticalized and Localized, Not One-Sized
											

											Leverage deep domain expertise and understanding of your local markets.
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												Cybersecure Digital Transformation
											

											Ensure you business is ready to meet the security challenges of today and the future.
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																			A Secure Edge Means Protected Intelligence

																			Our expertly engineered modules extend data security to the edge with secure manufacturing and the latest embedded technologies.
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																			Intelligence Networked, Securely

																			Our connectivity services and data plans deliver secure connections over industry leading networks anywhere you do business.
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																			Solution Management Platforms for Intelligence You Can Trust

																			Our software platform services ensure your mission-critical deployments operate safely regardless of scale.
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Telit Cinterion is making the world a better, smarter and safer place with invisible intelligence.






















Talk to an Expert
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We are deeply saddened and outraged by the recent acts of terrorism and antisemitism. Our plain and simple message on terrorism and intolerance: we condemn them unconditionally and unequivocally. We remain appalled by the horrors of the atrocities practiced by terror organizations in Israel and the rise in antisemitism and intolerance around the world. We add our voice to those standing up for the immediate cessation of this terror. Over the millennia of our history on the planet, mistakes have been made and compounded. We must confront these issues head-on, promoting education, empathy, and dialogue to eradicate the roots of prejudice and discrimination.

Let us unite against the face of hatred, leaders of government and industry, joining those decrying the ongoing violence whether manifested as terrorism or intolerance. 

#NoToTerrorism 🚫 #NoToAntisemitism 🚫 #UnityAgainstHate #WeStandTogether #LoveConquersHate
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												NExT™ Connected Module Offering
											

											Solution allows businesses to define their model and cost structure during the design phase, providing unprecedented control and flexibility.
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												5G RedCap Integration
											

											5G RedCap M.2 cards integrated into Digi International’s Digi IX20 industrial router and Digi EX15 enterprise router in collaboration with Nokia. 
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												5G eMBB LGA Modules
											

											Module family incorporates the latest 3GPP Release 17 5G chipset to enable cutting-edge customer premise equipment, routers and gateways. 
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